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ABSTRACT

Paper describes some analyses of VVER-440 FA with Gd burnable absorber (Gd2

Analyses consist in comparison of FA with and without Gd absorber incl. variants
with different Gd absorbers and a methodology of FA burnup calculation with the aim of
finding of an optimal variant of such a FA and a methodology of its calculation.

A benchmark forfnirnup comparison of FA with Gd as a continuation of benchmark
for FA bumup comparison from 1996 is also proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel assemblies (FA) loaded into WER-440 core on NPP Dukovany do not contain
burnable absorber. Having in mind the request of improving of the efficiency of fuel economy,
a five year cycle should be used in the future. Therefore, a use of burnable absorbers in FA
seems to be necessary. A common practice is Gd absorber in the form of Gd2O3 dispersed in
UO2 of some of fuel pins of FA. -

This paper describes the basic characteristics of FA containing Gd (especially kjnf,
relative pin power distribution and Gd concentrations changes) in bumup process. Result of
comparisons are shown and judged and recommendations for design calculations are given.
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2. FUEL ASSEMBLY MODEL

Fig. la shows a scheme of a VVER-440 FA with its enrichment and Gd pin location in
60 deg. symmetry. This design is taken as a starting one and the other analyses are related to
this design. (Fig. Ib shows enrichment of other design with Gd (in this paper also called
Gd42), Fig. 1c shows ,,advanced" FA 0 4.21 w% U235 enrichment (without Gd) and Fig. Id
shows ,,advanced" FA <Z 3.82w% U enrichment (without Gd).)

The starting calculation model is similar to this one, which has been used at few group
library preparation. In addition, a special option for burnable poison depletion (which consists
in correction of reaction rates in burnable absorber in time interval) and a method of an
explicit individual depletion of each fuel pin (see later) has been applied. All input data were
taken (if not stated otherwise) from the passport of advanced fuel, although it is clear, that
some data must be different for Gd pins. One sixth of FA is calculated.

The main aim of these analyses was to check kjnf dependence, relative pin power
distribution and Gd isotopic concentrations development at FA burnup. Some options, which
must be taken into account, were also pointed out.

3. COMPARISON CALCULATIONS OF DIFFERENT FA'S

a) Basic comparison of four FA designs

First, four FA were compared: FA with Gd (an average U235 enrichment approx. 4.4
w% with 6 pins with Gd2O3), the same FA without Gd pins and two FA without Gd, with
an average enrichment 3.82 w% U235 or 4.21 w% U235, respectively.

From Fig. la (kjnf dependence) it is clear, that reactivity is reduced for fresh FA with
Gd, and reactivity increases to some extent with bumup. After Gd burns out, the
differences are almost constant. (Remarkable is, that kjnf (after Gd burns out) is almost the
same like without Gd). Figs. 2a-5a show values of relative pin power distribution in'
selected pins, namely No. 12, No. 14, No. 17 and No.20 (see Fig. II) during bumup process
(assemblies are marked as in Fig. la). From this picture is obvious, that after huge power
depression in fresh fuel with Gd comes to the flattening of pin powers and further pin
powers are veiy similar. Fuel pin No. 14 (Fig.3a) is influenced by Gd in the beginning of
burnup, fuel pin in the ,,corner" (No. 17) is influenced in the beginning of FA bumup, later
power is high (fuel enrichment profilation is desirable). On the contrary, fuel pin No.20 has
rel. power higher in the beginning of burnup, after Gd burns out, it is relatively small.
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b) Different variants relating to Gd

In addition to basic variants, also further models were evaluated, namely 1) with lower
Gd2O3 content, [05Gd44], 2) with fuel pins profilation (,,pins in the corner" has lower
enrichment [Gd42=Gd434] and 3) Gd pin was shifted to the position No.8 [08Gd44].

Results are summarised on Figs. lbz-5bz (shown only to burnup 20000 MWd/tU,
because for higher burnups results ,,are not interesting"). From Fig. lbz is seen, that max.
kini- for FA with lower Gd2C>3 content is higher, of course k|nf of FA with profilation is
lower.

Relative powers in pins No. 12 do not practically differ exc. case where Gd is in pin
No.8. For this case, also relative power distribution in pin No.8 is shown (Fig. 2bz
PP12(08)), where is also seen slower approach to the limiting value. Fig. 3bz shows fuel
pin No. 14 (difference for profiled FA), from Fig. 4bz (pin No. 17) is obvious, why
profilation is desirable, and also, why it is not suitable to shift Gd pin into position No.8.
Relative powers in pins No.20 are very similar, their relative powers would be desirable to
lower for fresh FA (for example, by lowering of enrichment in ,,profiled" fuel pins).

c) Calculations methodology

The influence of some designs on kjnf and relative pin power distribution has been
evaluated in the previous paragraph (flux density in subregion is constant; only fuel pellet
with Gd is subdivided into 5 annuli, each annulus and fuel pin depletes differently (if not
stated otherwise), fuel pellet is one region). Some other aspects are now evaluated. From
Figs. lc-5c is seen that moderator regions subdivision is not very important [meGd44], but
not negligible. More serious is burnup' process in this sense that in variant [ddGd44]
depletes (on the contrary to base variant Gd44) each pin differently (21 FP in 60 deg. FA
symmetry). The same is in variant [21Gd44], where different FP are defined in the
beginning of depletion.

Although the influence on klnf is minimal (see Fig. Ic(cont.)), the influence on relative
pin power distribution is important, as seen esp. from Figs. 4c, 5c. This phenomenon is not
so strong, if FA is profiled (as seen from Figs. Id-5d [Gd42=Gd434] - profiled FA; burnup
for groups of pins, ddGd42 -profiled FA; burnup of each FP different). From the analysis
is obvious, that different burnup of each FP is necessary.

Also an important option is length of time step at burnup, the most precise would be
the highest as possible number of full spectral calculations where a new space and energy
neutron flux distribution is determined on the base of changed isotopic densities. These
calculations are time demanding. These calculations could be partially replaced by zero
dimensional calculations, where a new spectrum is determined from a homogeneous
solution. Figs. lez-5ez show k;nf dependencies and relative pin power distribution for
different variants, namely the base one [Gd44], with tenfold number of zero dimensional
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calculations [50Gd44], {in 69 energy group structure at spectral calculation [69Gd44]},
twofold number of full spectral calculations [d2Gd44] and fourfold number of full
spectral calculations [d4Gd44]. It is seen that zero dimensional calculations replace (to
some extent) spectral calculations, but differences still remain which are remarkable by Gd
isotopes concentrations comparison (Figs. lecz-5ecz). Esp. from Figs. 2ecz-4ecz (Gd1",
Gd15 ) is obvious, how these concentrations depend on the calculation process.

From the point of view of few group library preparation are these differences not quite
negligible and it is necessary to find a compromise between the accuracy and speed of
calculation.

An influence of exact description of FP with Gd has also been checked. In addition to
the reference variant, three other variants were calculated, namely: 1) fuel pellet with Gd is
subdivided into 10 regions (annuli) of the same volume instead of 5 annuli [10Gd44], 2)
special option for burnable poisons (flux density correction at burnup) is not used
[npGd44] and 3) fuel pellet with Gd is modelled like only one region (without special
option) [lpGd44].

As shown on Figs. lfz-5fz, is obvious that variants ad 2) and 3) are not acceptable.
Differences between variants with 5 regions (base variant) and 10 regions in Gd pellet are
small, therefore 5 regions will be applied (time saving).

d) Other analyses of FA with Gd

As pointed out in the previous paragraphs, fuel enrichment profilation seems to be
necessary. After some additional analyses, two FA designs with Gd burnable absorber have
been accepted. Their profilation is shown on Figs. Ie, If. Relative pin power distributions of
all pins for three types of FA (two of them with Gd - Figs. Ie, If and Ic) are shown on
Figs.lg, lh and li. There are seen differences in relative pin power distribution, particularly
the fact, that relative pin power distribution in FA with Gd is more ,,unbalanced". Also,
fuel enrichment in pins seems not to be ,,optimal". Relatively fine time step (which is very
important) has been used for bumup process (51 time steps in interval <0-60MWd/kgU>).
FA features can be also improved using bigger pin pitch (12.2-»12.3) mm. Although
differences in kjnf are relatively small (see Figs. 2(gh)), relative pin power distributions
differ significantly, especially in pins along FA shell (No. 17, No.20; Figs. 3(gh)-s-6(gh)).

4. RESULTS SUMMARY

Based on calculations described in the previous chapter, for FA with Gd absorber can
be stated as follows:
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- Gd is almost burnt out after first cycle. Some residual reactivity loss is caused by Gd
(it is caused not only by Gd isotopes presence, but also by less uranium amount in Gd
pin);

- GdjOj content influences speed of Gd depletion, its optimum depends also on the
other then only neutron-physical criteria;

- UO2 enrichment profilation is an necessary option, which depends not only on
neutron-physical conditions;

- Position of Gd pin seems to be optimal (its shift to the centre of FA is not suitable, its
location in the comer of FA would have unpredictable influences on adjacent FAs);

- Subdivision of moderator around fuel pin is desirable; a compromise between
accuracy and speed of calculation has been found;

- Explicit burnup of each fuel pin is necessary. A question remains if each- pin has to
have its own cross-sections in pin-to-pin whole core diffusion calculation;

- Time step at burnup must be shorter than for fuel without Gd. Optimum is a
compromise between possible accuracy and speed of calculations. Not only from
results discussed, probably time step will be shorter in the beginning of burnup of FA
and after Gd burns out, step will be longer;

- Special option for Gd burnup is requested. Subdivision of Gd fuel pellet is necessary,
5 regions seems to be adequate;

- FA features can be improved using larger pin pitch (this is not only a feature of FA
with Gd absorber)

5. CONCLUSION

Paper summarises some neutron-physical features of VVER-440 FA with Gd burnable
absorber (Gd2O3). Because of high importance of such a FA for VVER-440 in the future is
supposed, a benchmark for burnup of FA with Gd burnable absorber is proposed. Proposal is
described in the Appendix.
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Fig.la Gd FA pins enr. [w%]; [Gd44]
60deg. rot. symmetry (orig. russian design)

Fig.lb Gd FA pins enr. [w%]; [Gd434]
60deg. rot. symmetry (tested design)
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Fig.ic Adv FA pins enr. [w%]; [Adv421]
60deg. rot. symmetry (russian design)
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Fig.ld Adv FA pins enr. [w%]; [Adv382]
60deg. rot. symmetry (russian design)

3.3
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Fig.ie Gd FA pins enr. [w%]; [Gdru421]
60deg. rot. symmetry ("final" design)

Fig.lf Gd FA pins em. [w%]; [Gdsk438]
60deg. rot. symmetry ("final" design)
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Fig.ll Gd FA pins numerating
60deg. rot. symmetry
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Fig. 2<gh) K-Inf tor FA will) different FP pitch Fig. 2(gh)z K-Inf (or FA with different FP pitch (zoom)
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Fig. 3(gh) Relative pin power (pin No. 12) for FA with different FP pitch Fig. 3(gh)z Relative pin power (pin No. 12) for FA with different FP pitch (zoom)
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Fig. 4(gh) Ralativa pin powar (pin No. 14) for FA with dlNartanl FP pitch Fig. 4(gh)z RalaUva pin powar (pin No. 14) (or FA with dIKarant FP pitch (zoom)
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Fig. S(gh) Rotative pin powor (p in No. 17) for FA wi th dlfforont FP pitch Fig . 5(gh)z Rolatlvo pin powor (pin No. 17) tor FA with dlfforont FP pitch (zoom)
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Fig. 6(9M Rclitlve pin powtr (pin No. 20) (or FA with ditfonnt FP pilch Fig. 6(gh)i Rolitlvt pin pow.r (pin No. 20) lor FA with different FP pilch

Fig.11 Gd FA pins numerating
60deg. rot. symmetry
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